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Introduction 

In [l] the authors gave several program-automaton models. To each of these 

models a suitable description language was defined and it was shown that the problems 

of Analysis, Synthesis, Equivalence and Optimization (i.e. the Automatic Programming 

problems, or AP problems) are all algorith~ically solvable. 

This paper is divided into two parts. The first part, mainly expository, will 

describe two of the models dealt with in [[]. Main results will be stated without 

proofs and some motivation for studying these models will be given. The second part 

will treat some decision problems concerning the possible extensions of the two 

models described in Part i. Some rough borderlines will be drawn beyond which 

algorithmic treatment of the AP problems is no longer possible. Also, few open 

problems are proposed. 

Part i 

a. The FSLP (Finite State Linear Program) Model 

A program P£FSLP is essentially a finite state automaton to which the operations 

of addition, subtraction, and multiplication by a constant, all manipulating elements 

of some fixed field R (of characteristic 0), have been added. P is equipped with a 

finite set of registers of type R, ZI, ..., Zn, each of which can accomodate an 

arbitrary element of R. At each step of its operation the program reads a record 

from its input tape. The record consists of an alphabetic field of a single letter 

out of some finite alphabet Z, and a numeric field containing an arbitrary element 

y£R. Thus the input to an FSLP program is a tape of pairs (~l,yl)...(~k,Yk) with 

~i£Z, Yi~R. The set of all such tapes is denoted by (Z×R) e. The program uses the a~Z 

to determine its next state (or move) in the program, including a set of arithmetical 

operations to be performed. These arithmetical operations are of the form of a 

general linear transformation on the vector of registers, ~, and the current input 

value y: 

Z÷Z.M+~.y (i) 

where Z is the (row) vector of registers, M and ~ are arbitrary R-matrix and R-vector 

respectively (having suitable dimensions), and y is the current numerical input at 
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this step. 

Thus PeFSLP is still a finite state device in the sense that its next state is 

determined by its current state and an input value out of a finite alphabet ~. Note 

that there is no test instruction on the value of the registers so that the 

R-arithmetic performed by P does not influence P's control flow. Fig. I gives an 

example of P6FSLP which utilizes a single register, ql is its initial state and q3 the 

final state. The initial value of the register is Z = A(ql) = 2. If P ends processing 

its input in state q3 with Z having the value C~R, then this value is multiplied by 

V(q3) to yield the final output. For example, P when fed with the input tape 

(~4,1) (~5,4)(~I,30) (~3,10) outputs the value 20. 

Z ÷ Z+y 

START .... > 

V(q3) = 5 

Fig. i 

The motivation for studying the FSLP model and its extensions is (at least) 

twofold. First we obtain a considerable extension of the concept of K-E-Automata and 

the results concerning it, as given in Eilenberg [23. Second consideration, not less 

important, is that FSLP programs may be viewed as (although very primitive) model of 

data processing device, where the input pair (~,y) could represent a record of 

alphanumeric information to be processed. This second aspect, stressed strongly in 

[i], represents the authors' belief in that parallel to the heuristic approach to 

the AP problems, it is worthwhile to start at the bottom and study classes of simple 

programs for which the AP problems are algorithmically solvable. 

We come now to the formal definitions. 

Definition i: An FSLP program P (over R) is a system 

P = <K,~,~,~,T,U,B,A,F,V> where <K,~,~,B,F> is a finite state (nondeterministic) 

automaton with: 

i) K = {ql .... ,qm }, Z = {~l,...,~t}, the states and input alphabet respectively. 
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2) B c K subset of initial states; F c K subset of final states. 

3) ~ : K × ~ ÷ 2 K ~* a (non-deterministic) transfer function; ~ is extended to and 

B in the usual manner. 

<K,Z,6,B,F> is the underlying control structure of P. P's computation structure 

consists of : 

4) ~ = (ZI,...,Z n) (row) vector of registers. 

5) T : K x ~ × K ~ R is a mapping from possible moves in the program to n x n 
n,n 

matrices over R. T(q,O,q') is the matrix M from (i) corrsponding to the edge 

(q,~,q') . 

6) U : Kx ~x K + R n is a mapping from possible moves in the program to (row) n-vectors 

over R. U(q,~,q') is the vector ~ from (I) corresponding to the edge (q,~,q'). 

7) A : B + R n assigns an initial value to the register vector at state q ~ B. For 

q ¢ B we agree to have A(q) = 0 (all zero arrays will be denoted by 0). 

8) V : F + R n assigns a (columm) vector in R n to each accepting state. For 

q ~ F, V(q) = ~ (~ is the undefined value; all undefined arrays will be denoted 

by ~). 

The computation function Valp : (~ x R)* x K ÷ R n, for P6FSLP,is a vector valued 

function such that Valp(W,q) expresses the current value of the register vector ~ at 

state q, after reading the input w ~ (Z x R)*. The recursive definition of Valp is: 

Valp(A,qj) = A(qj) 

Valp(W'(~,y), qj) = ~ [Valp(W,qk)°T(qk,~,qj) + U(qk,~,qj)'y~ J 
(2) 

qk~(B,l(w)) 

where for w = (~i,yl)...(~s,Ys) , l(w) = ~i...~ is the E-component of w. The (partial) 
, s 

output function OUtp : (Z x R) ÷ R, for P~FSLP, is defined by: 

Outp(W) H ~ Valp(w,q)-V(q) (3) 
q£FN~(B,~(W)) 

where the relation 'H' means that either both sides are defined and equal or both 

sides are undefined. It is stipulated that if the sum in (3) is empty then OUtp(W) is 

undefined. 

Special cases of the general FSLP model are of interest. 

(i) P£FSLP is deterministic if IBI = i (i.e. P has a single initial state), and for 

every q £ K, ~ E Z, 16(q,~)I ~ i. 

(2) If for every edge e = (q,~,q') ~ K x Z × K, U(e) = 0, we obtain a Multi~licative 

Automaton (MA). In MA the y-inputs can be ignored. 

(3) If P is an MA and dim ~ = i (i.e. P utilizes a single register) then we have a 

Scalar MA. Scalar MA is an R - Z - Automaton in the terminology of [2]. 
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b. The FRLP (Finite Relational Linear Program) Model 

An FRLP program recognizes a single numerical data type, namely the set R 

(elements of which were second components of the input pairs (~,y), to FSLP programs). 

Thus an input to an FRLP program is a string from R . Programs in FRLP manipulate a 

finite set of registers of type R exactly as in FSLP. The crucial generalization is 

that the control flow of the program depends on the numerical input and thus the 

issues of computation and control are no longer separated as in the FSLP model. The 

way in which this dependence is effected is by testing, at each state, the input 

value y E R. Each program has a finite number of tests (effective, non-vacuous, 

unary predicates) which label the edges of the program in much the same way as the 

elements of Z label the edges of an FSLP program (see Fig. I). Passage through an 

edge is permitted only if the current input y satisfies the test labeling that edge. 

In the sequel we assume that if a test G is such that there exists a unique c o ~ R 

which satisfies it (i.e. ~ = {Co}) then G is the equality test "y = c o". In Fig. 2 

is an example of an FRLP program. Note that a program in FRLP could be intuitively 

viewed as an "interpreted FSLP" program, where the elements of ~ (in FSLP) have been 

interpreted as tests (compare the programs of Figs. I and 2). 

Z ÷ Z+y 

A(ql) = 2 

START ~ 

Fig . 2  

We can now define formally: 

Definition 2: An FRLP program P (over R) is a system 

P = <K,~,~,~,T,U,B,A,F,V> where ~ = {~l,...,~t} is the set of tests labeling the 

edges of P, ~ : K × ~ + 2 K is a (non-deterministic) function such that ~(q,~) is the 

set of states reachable from q by edges labeled by the test ~, and the other components 

of P are as in Definition I. 

Definition 3: A function g : R ÷ 2 ~ is defined by g(y) = {~ ~ E I Y satisfies ~}. 
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R~ ° r g is extended to by g(Yl" "Yk ) = {01'''Qk I Qi ~ ~ Pi £ g(Yi )}" 

Definition 4: Let P~FRLP be given as in Definition 2. The transfer function for 

P, 6 : K x R ÷ 2 K is defined by ~(q,y) = U ~(q,~) ~ is extended to R* and B in ~g(y) 

the usual way. 

Definition 5; P£FRLP is deterministic if IBI = i and for each 

x K + is defined recursively: The computation function Valp : R* R n 

Valp(A,qj) = A(qj) 1 (4) 

Valp(w'y,qj) = ~ ~ [Valp(w,qk)'T(qk,U,q j) + U(qk,~,qj)'y] 
qkE~(B,w) ~£g(y) 

w 
and the (partial) output function Outp : R + R is: 

0Utp(W) 5 ~ Valp(w,q)'V(q) (5) 
q£FD6(B,w) 

For technical reasons it is desirable that for edges on which equality is tested 

the U-vectors should be null. This can be achieved easily by adding an auxiliary 

register Z c whose value is permanently l, and noting that the value of the y-input 

on such an edge is actually known. Let the programs which satisfy this property 

be called Constant-free (C-free for short). In the sequel we assume that all programs 

are C-free unless stated to the contrary. 

Let Z = __{~1,...,~t} be the set of tests of P£FRLP. 

Definition 6: The set of basic tests w.r.t. ~ is the set of tests A = {QI,...,Qs } 

satisfying l) for all i ~ i,j ~ s Di N pj = ~ , i.e. there exists no y ¢ R which 

satisfies both Pi and Qj; 2) each ~ c ~ is a union of some elements of A. 

The actual construction of A from Z is very easy. It should also be obvious how to 

rewrite P in terms of A. The resulting program, if not C-free should be "C-freed". 

Definition 7: P£ERLP is basic FRLP (BFRLP) if i) its set of tests is basic 2) it 

is C-free. 

Note that for P£BFRLP the second equation in (4) can be simplified to: 

Valp(wy,qj) = ~ [Valp(w,qk)'T(qk,g(y),qj) + U(qk,g(y),qj)'y3 (6) 
qk~(B,w) 

It is then easily proved that every P£FRLP can be transformed into an equivalent basic 

version. 

~* R*. Let x = ~1...~k ~ and w = y1...y k £ For such x and w we define an element 

x * w = (~l,yl)...(~k,y k) ~ (~ × R) . 

Definition 8: Let P~FPLP. We define PEFSLP, called the companion of P. Formally 
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has the same components as P. P's edges are labeled by elements of E and its input 

tapes are from (~ x R)* as usual. P's transfer function is 9 (see Definition 2). Thus 

has been obtained from P by just viewing P's tests as formal symbols forming the 

first components of the input pairs to FSLP programs. 

For example the program of Fig. i becomes the companion of the program of Fig. 2 if 

instead of ~i,...,~5 we put the formal symbols: "y < 5", "y ~ 7", "y S 15", 

"3 < y < i0" and "y ~ 3" respectively. Note that in an input pair (~,y) to P y need 

not satisfy the test ~. Nevertheless we have the following theorem which is 

fundamental in the treatment of FRLP programs, 

R~o Theorem i: Let P£BFRLP and let P£FSLP be its companion. Then for every w £ . 

OUtp(W) H Out~(g(w) * w) 

If g(w) = ~ then both sides of (7) are undefined. 

(7) 

c. The Dgscri~tion Languages 

The Description Language for FSLP programs is GAE (Generalized Amplification 

Expressions). Very roughly, GAE's involve regular expressions over E U R subject to 

some syntactical restrictions. 

The Description Language for FRLP programs is GRAE (Generalized Relational AE) o 

GRAE is defined in terms of GAE. 

Because the description languages are involved only in the issues of Analysis and 

Synthesis (whose formulations and solutions so resemble the analogous problems and 

solutions in the standard finite state automata theory) we purposedly refrain from 

giving any details and refer the interested reader to [i]. 

d. Main Results (for proofs see [i~). 

The results for the two models will be stated in as much as possible parallel 

fashion. 

Theorem 2: For every PEFSLP (P6FRLP) there exists an equivalent and deterministic 

P'EFSLP (P'£FRLP) [equivalence means that for every input w Outp(w) ~ Outp,(W); 

the equivalence relation between programs is denoted by "="3. P' may have more 

registers and states than P. 

Theorem 3: For every P~FSLP (PEFRLP) there exists an equivalent P'EFSLP (P'6 FRLP) 

which utilizes a single register. P' is possibly non-deterministic. 

These two theorems express the tradeoff relationship between determinism, number 

of states and number of registers. 
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Theorem 4: (Analysis Theorem): For each P£FSLP (PcFRLP) there exists an alqorithmi- 

cally constructible GAE(GRAE) t such that: 

OUtp(W) ~ {t,w} 

w w 
for all w £ (Z x R) (W ~ R ) .  

(8) 

{t,W} denotes the GAg (GRAE) valuation function. 

Theorem 5: (Synthesis Theorem): For every GAE (GRAE) t there exists an algcrithmi- 

cally constructible P~FSLP (P~ERLP) such that (8) holds. 

Definition 9: The Zero Com~utat$on Problem (ZCP) is to determine, for a given 

P~FSLP (P£FRLP) whether it outputs zero for each input for which it is defined. 

Lemma i: Let P~BERLP and let P~FSLP be its companion. Then P is ZC (Zero Computing) 

iff P is ZC. 

Lemma I obviously reduces the ZCP for FRLP to that for FSLP. Since the latter is 

solvable (see [I]) we have: 

Theorem 6: The ZCP is algorithmically solvable for FSLP (FRLP). 

Also, since the Equivalence Problem (EP) is easily reducible to ZCP we have: 

Theorem 7: The EP is algorithmically solvable for FSLP (FRLP). Moreover, if 

P,Q £ BFRLP are deterministic over the same set of basic tests, then P = Q iff P = Q. 

Passing now to optimization problems we remark that only deterministic programs 

are treated. The reason is that state optimization, even in the case of non-determi- 

nistic finite state automata is not feasibly solvable, while register optimization 

received a trivial solution in Theorem 3. 

Definition i0: For a given P£FSLP (P~FRLP) and a state q of P let P be P modified 
q 

by taking q to be the only initial state of P with initial value A(q) = 0. Two 
q 

-~ p . states q l '  q2 o f  P a r e  d e f i n e d  to  be e q u i v a l e n t ,  q l  ~ q2 '  i f  Pql q2 

The algorithmic solution of EP enables us to effectively partition the set of 

states of a program into equivalence classes. 

Theorem 8: Let N be the number of different equivalence classes of states of PeFSLP 

(P~FRLP). Then there exists P'£FSLP (P'~FRLP) which is equivalent to P, and P' has 

N states. P' is minimal state version of P. 

Almost all program constructions mentioned so far considerably increase the 
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the number of registers of the resulting programs. To alleviate this penalty we have: 

Theorem 9: For any PcFSLP (PcFBLP) there exists an equivalent P'~FSLP (P'£FRLP) such 

that P and P' have identical control structure and P' utilizes a minimal number of 

registers, in other words, among all FSLP (FRLP) programs equivalent to P and having 

the same underlying control structure as P, P' has the minimal number of registers. 

This completes the survey of the PSLP and FRLP and the relevant results as 

given in [i]. 

Part 2 

It would be most satisfactory if we could deal algorithmically with "FRLP-like" 

programs which allow to test the values of the registers. Unfortunately, it is 

quite easy to see that unconstrainted use of tests on the registers makes our programs 

equipotent with Turing Machines. A way which is often taken in such cases is to try 

to clarify the question of freedom. TO be more specific let us assume that we are 

dealing with Generalized FRLP (GFRLP) which extend the FRLP model by allowing tests 

on registers. 

Definition I0: P~GFRLP is free, if for every path in P, which starts at some initial 
w 

state, there exists an input w E R such that P's computation on w can proceed along 

this path. 

As the basic, established unsolvability result we use the Post Correspondence 

Problem (PCP). Let A = {Gl,...,~m}, m ~ 2. An instance of PCP is a pair 

DnG8 = {<GI ..... an>, <8 I,...,8n>}, n -> I, of n-tuples of non-empty words over 4. 

We say that D n 58 has a solution if there exists a sequence of indices il,...,i k such 

that ~ .... ~. = 8 .... 8. • 
11 i k 11 z k 

Let now A and D n ~ be as above. Let M = m + I. Coding ~i by i, every word over 

can be uniquely coded as a number in R. For example if ~i = ~il'''~i k then its code 

il Mk-i ~ 8 number is + ... + ik_iM + i k. Let Ci(Ci) be the code number of ~i(~i ), and 
~8 

by li(li) denote the length of ~i(~i ) , i ~ i g n. Partition R into n disjoint, non- 

empty ranges R = R 1U ... U R n- 

The programs which we shall construct will utilize three registers. Z will 

accumulate the code of the ~.'s. Z 8 does the same for the 8i's. Z is an auxiliary 
l o 

register whose value is permanently i. For brevity let us denote by A i the assignment: 
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Z ÷ M i'z + C. "Z 
~ l o 

z S ÷ M ~.Z S + Ci.Z ° 

Z ÷ Z 
o o 

1 
Theorem I0: The Freedom Problem for GFRLP is undecidable. 

Proof: The program pn ~S of Fig. 3 ~s free iff D n ~S has no solution. 

i <_ i <_ n 

pn 

aS: 

V(q2) = 

START ...... > ~ q 0  ) = (Z , ZS, Zo) = (0, 0, i) 

n 
By adding to P~S an additional final state q3' with V(q3) = (0, 0, I) T, and an 

additional edge from ql to q3 labeled by the test Z = Z S we obtain a program 

Q~S EGFRLP. 

C0rollary i: The ZCP (see Definition 9 and extend it to any class of programs) for 

GFRLP is undecidable. 

Proof: D n n ~ has a solution iff Q~8 is not zc. 

Definition 11: A program (of any class) is said to satisfy the Sometimes Zero 

Property (SZP) if there exists an input for which the program outputs zero. 

Theorem ii: The SZP is undecidable for FSLP. 

Proof: The program ~ of Fig. 4 has SZP iff D n ~ has a solution. 
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-n . 
P ~" 

START 

V(ql) = _ 

> ~  A(qo) = (Z ,Z~,Zo) = (0,0,1) 

/ \ 

Anl F A I • o . 

Pl )AI 

Fig.., ,4 

Definition 12: The Intersection Problem (IP), for some class of programs is to decide, 

given PI,P2 in that class, whether or not there exists an input for which PI and P2 

output the same value. 

Corollary 2: The IP for FSLP is undecidable. 

Proof: Easily follows from Theorem II. 

Since the class GFRLP is so hopeless let us consider a subclass of GFRLP, called 

~FRLP, whose programs are guaranteed to be free. ~FRLP extends the FRLP model in that 

the values of the registers are allowed to be tested in a "roundabout" way. In fact 

we require that the tests have to be applied to arguments of the form ~'~ + y, where 

is the current value of the register vector, ~ is some column vector, and y is 

the current input value. Each edge of a ~FRLP program may have a different W-vector 

associated with it. Clearly, the presence of the y's in the arguments makes our programs 

free. 

Definition 13: The Determinism Problem (DP), for some class of programs, is to 

decide whether a given P in the class is determistic, i.e. for every input there 

exists at most one computation path induced by that input. 

Theorem 12: The DP for ~FRLP is undecidable. 

Proof: Notation remains the same except that R is partitioned into n + i ranges, 
~--n n 

R = R 1U ... URn U Rn+ I. The program Q~8 of Fig. 5 is nondeterministic iff D ~ 
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has a solution. 

2(z 

A(qo) = (Z ,Z~,Z O) = (0,0,I) 

START > 

A " ~ A  n 

.... y £ Rn+ 1 n 

= V(qs) = 

Fig. 5 

Assume that we are given the class of Deterministic ~FRLP (D~FRLP). The following 

holds (see [13): 

Theorem 13: The ZCP for D~FRLP is decidable. 

We conclude by proposing two, so far, unsettled problems. 

Open Problem I: 

Open Problem2: 

Is the Equivalence Problem for D~FRLP decidable? 

Is the ZCP for ~FRLP decidable? 
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